A comparative study of resistance to MHV3 infection in genetically homogeneous and heterogeneous mouse populations.
Resistance to MHV3 infection was investigated in genetically homogeneous inbred (A/J, BALB/c) and genetically selected (High, Low) mouse lines. The A/J and L lines are resistant and the BALB/c and H mice are susceptible. The genetic analysis was performed on the F1 hybrids, as well as on the genetically heterogeneous F2 populations and backcrosses bred from HxL and A/JxBALB/c lines. The mortality rates of the F1 hybrids showed codominance of susceptibility and resistance characters. The results indicate that the same MHV3 susceptibility genes are present in isogenic and selected lines and corroborate previous results showing that at least two major genes are involved in the control of this response.